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KEY ListEninG

Put the letters in the right order to make words. then complete the sentences.

1. I usually ................ games onto my laptop computer to practise my English. (dwondaol) 

2. I use my .............................. to call my friends, take photos and send messages. (emboil 

npohe)

3. You can find out about lots of things on the ................ . (ietrentn)

4. I often play .............................. in my spare time. (voied gsmae)

5. My favourite band have got an amazing .............................. with interesting facts and 

information on it. (wbe pega)

6. My sister loves taking photos with her .............................. . (dtiliga cmraea)

7. Some people spend many hours chatting to friends ................ . (oinnel)

8. Q is the first letter on most ................ . (ekybardos) 

9. You can use a ................ to open and close documents on your computer. (mesuo) 

10. I send lots of ................ every day at work.  (ealims)
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Social media and technology

Exam task

2          Listen to Lisa talking to her friend Robert 
about computers.

For each question, choose the right answer (A, B or C).
You will hear the conversation twice.

track 12

1 Where did Lisa buy her laptop? 

A Bridge Street 

B Green Street 

C High Street  

2 The most useful website was 

A buy_a_computer.com 

B computers_and_phones.com

C new_laptop.com  

3 Lisa’s new laptop weighs

A one kilogramme.

B 1.5 kilogrammes.

C two kilogrammes. 

4 How much did Lisa pay for her laptop?

A £579

B £699

C £849

5 Why did Lisa buy a new laptop?

A to talk to her brother

B to shop online

C to study
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Rewrite the sentences in the past or present passive.

1. Martin Cooper invented the first mobile phone in 1973.

2. Lots of people watch videos on the internet.

3. My brother didn’t write that email.

4. People often read news articles online.

5. Tim Berners-Lee created the first website in 1991.

6. Young people usually play video games at home.

7. The teacher showed the students some useful websites.
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•	 You have to answer a question or complete a sentence.

•	 You will hear all three answers, but only one is right.

•	 The same person usually gives all of the answers. 

Exam tips


